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Handball is a dynamic and fun game for everyone. 
We can learn so much from just one game!

The Handball Heroes Study Guide explores 
concepts such as heritage and culture, community 
and environment, movement skills and game 
principles, physical activity and safety, leadership and 
inclusivity, all based around this timeless and very 
simple game. 

The Study Guide has been designed to address 
the essential content area of the Health and 
Physical Education curriculum whilst developing  
general capabilities in the areas of literacy, 
numeracy, information and communication 
technologies, critical and creative thinking, personal 
and social capability, ethical behaviour and 
intercultural understanding. 

The activities within the Study Guide focus on 
the importance of physical activity for the health 
and wellbeing of students, but in particular the 
development of student knowledge and application 
of fundamental movement skills and underlying 
game principles, as a way to build competence and 
confidence for participation in all physical activities 
and sports.

The many varied activities within the Study Guide 
also provide opportunities for students to research 
the origins of the game of handball and to explore 
the cultural and historical relevance and significance 
of the game. Students will reflect on their own 
personal heritage and culture and how their family, 
extended family or significant others form part of 
their identity and physical activity choices. 

The Handball Heroes Study Guide aims to foster, 
through inclusive and cooperative activities, the 
enjoyment of physical activity for all students whilst 
promoting understanding and positive values 
towards participation. Students are able to explore 
their own personal and social identity through 
activities designed to develop and 
extend on leadership and team skills through social 
interaction, problem solving and decision making.

The Study Guide also assists students to identify 
and analyse their personal, social and community 
environments to recognise where they can safely 
participate in activities at school, home or in their 
wider community. They will also examine the 
concept of sustainability and the environmental 
impact of participation.
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Handball Heroes is a fun, fast-paced series, with 
hosts Joel and Alannah on the hunt for the most 
skilled of handball manoeuvres to document in the 
‘Handball Heroes Handbook’.

Their quest takes us to visit 20 ‘Handball Heroes’ 
in their hometown – from Sydney right up to the 
Torres Strait and everywhere in between. We meet 
with each kid’s family and friends, see their hobbies 
and hear about their heroes in the ‘Hero Package’. 
But importantly, we get to see their signature 
move… a move that combines each individual 
child’s unique influences, hobbies or aspects from 
their community. Each signature move is then 
‘booked’ in the ‘Handball Heroes Handbook’ for 
the rest of handball history!

Handball Heroes is a visual feast shot on a high-
speed camera and combining bespoke hand-drawn 
animation elements with 3D graphics.

Curriculum Links
Year Level: Middle Primary (4-5), Middle 
Years (5-9)

Curriculum Study Areas: Arts (Media), 
English, Humanities, Health and Physical 
Education (HPE)

Themes/Topics: Animation techniques, 
behaviour, belonging, communities, 
communication, culture and traditions, 
family, heroes, identity, inclusivity, 
place and space, personal and social 
competence, relationships, roles, 
sport, storytelling.

handball heroeS 
SerIeS SynopSIS



epISode SynopSeS
Episode 1 – Fin
Joel and Alannah, our intrepid travelling hosts are on a 
quest for handball’s best. First stop, Ashgrove, Brisbane to 
meet local Handball Hero Fin. Fin loves chooks, his dog, his 
family and football, especially the Rugby League team the 
Brisbane Broncos. Fin takes us on a tour of his home with 
a special visit from Broncos captain Sam Thaiday, as we 
unlock the secrets to his signature move, THE MISSILE. But 
remember, Joel and Alannah - no ball games after the bell!

Episode 2 - Madison
Are you ready to hang ten? Our hosts have made 
their way to Bronte Beach in Sydney to find a gnarly 
Handball Hero named Madi with a killer handball move 
THE WIPEOUT! Our resident nipper loves all things 
handball, the beach, jumping on the trampoline and 
pizza! Madi’s idol, Bethany Hamilton even pops in for 
a visit to show her awesome handball manoeuvres 
Joel and Alannah are amped when they cruise out 
for a surf together as well. Find out why all of Madi’s 
opponents get dumped!

Episode 3  - Vicky
Alannah and Joel travel to a ‘Paradise by the Sea’! 
Yarrabah, just near Cairns in Far North Queensland, 
is the largest Aboriginal Community in Australia. 
This is the location of our next Handball Hero, 
Vicky. Vicky’s got the moves on and off the handball 
court. Whether it’s performing traditional dance 
with her schoolmates or performing her signature 
move THE YARRA BLAST.

Vicky leaves her opponents drenched...Literally! 
Especially when she gets down to some...Creek 
Handball?!

Episode 4 - Lily
There are no ponies or piglets in New Farm but 
there is our next dynamo Handball Hero, Lily! 
Joel and Alannah have come to see what all the 
buzz is about behind her electrifying move, THE 
POWERHOUSE. Inspired by the old Brisbane 
Powerstation, this is a move with some 
serious energy – just like Lily! In between the 
drumming, the soccer, the skating and helping 
out in the Brisbane floods, it’s no wonder 
Alannah and Joel first find this energy-packed 
hero recharging next to the Brisbane River!
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Episode 5 - Kihi
Legend has it that this Handball Heroes serve has been 
in this family for generations. Alannah and Joel visit 
Inala, Brisbane to book Kihi’s monster move, 
THE STRADDIE SLAM. We join Kihi’s big happy family 
and crew as they skate through the streets of Inala, 
stopping along the way to play handball at their 
favourite skate park. But their toughest challenge is 
yet to come when Alannah and Joel face off against 
Kihi’s Nan – can our heroes convince the mother of 
all Handball Heroes that they are ready to book the 
mighty STRADDIE SLAM?

Episode 6 - Moara
Joel and Alannah are off to visit Moara in the Far 
North Queensland mining town of Weipa. When 
Moara isn’t quad biking, hanging out with friends or 
dancing with the funky Mr Jia, she’s fishing for the 
perfect catch off the jetty, the best place to avoid 
the crocodiles that inhabit Weipa’s waterways. 
Speaking of crocodiles, these mighty creatures are 
the inspiration for her shot, THE DEATH ROLL. 
Even the rain can’t dampen the effect of this 
monster move!

Episode 7 - Kosta
Welcome to island life. On Narupai or Horn Island 
in the Torres Strait, you can catch your own fish, 
go island hopping, have a family BBQ and play 
handball on the beach. Hang on, hang on…
handball on the beach, that’s impossible…? Not 
for Kosta and his family. Here on Horn Island 
they like to do things a little differently. This 
has to be the best way to play handball in the 
Torres Strait! Find out why Kosta and his move 
THE ISLAND HOP are striking opponents down 
with killer force!

Episode 8 - Elyjah
Please welcome to the ring…. Elyjah! Our 
young boxing champ comes from Samoan 
heritage and lives in Maroochydore on 
the Sunshine Coast. Just like the ancient 
volcanoes of Samoa, Elyjah’s move THE 
SAMOAN SUPER SLAM will have its 
opponents trembling in fear. His hip-hop 
sidekicks the La Mintz will dance circles 
around you as Elyjah shows Alannah and 
Joel what it means to be part of his Samoan 
family – and a Handball Hero!
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Episode 9 - Claire
There is an emergency in Cairns at the Wuchopperen Health 
Service that only Claire can handle. Not only is she a Handball 
Hero, she’s also a Brownie Hero and the centre needs some of 
her killer treats, stat! Joel, Alannah and Claire to the rescue. 
When Claire’s not baking she cruises around the Cairns 
Esplanade, plays handball by the lagoon and eats ice cream 
with her besties. But Joel and Alannah can’t wait to see Claire’s 
signature move, THE STINGER! Combining the sting and grace 
of Cairns’ famed box jellyfish with the killer power of the salt-
water crocodile, THE STINGER will mesmerize its opponents 
before striking with deadly force. Joel and Alannah had better 
stand back!

Episode 10 - Malachi
Who said football and handball can’t co-exist? Malachi’s 
REDFERN QUICKSTEP will have his opponents ducking and 
weaving. Inspired by his football club, the Redfern All Blacks 
in Sydney, the oldest Aboriginal football club in Australia, 
the move is all about speed, finesse and the element of 
surprise. When Malachi’s not playing football, he’s on the 
basketball court, at the skate park, on the soccer pitch and 
of course, on the handball courts. Alannah and Joel have 
to work hard to keep up with this sporting hero!

Episode 11 - Jake
Alannah and Joel are off to friendly and tropical 
Townsville, Far North Queensland in search of the famed 
TROPICAL PUNCH. Jake, its inventor, is a massive 
Rugby League fan and has combined the speed of 
favourite player Matt Bowen with the power of a turbo-
charged punch blender to create a mighty move! It’s 
so big, that even Jake’s North Queensland Cowboy 
heroes have heard of it. So when Joel, Alannah and 
Jake drop into the stadium, players Matt Bowen and 
Gavin Cooper are there to play ball and witness the 
awesome power of THE PUNCH!

Episode 12 - Laianie
If handball were a subject at school, our next 
Handball Hero would be getting straight As 
Alannah and Joel travel to Thursday Island, Far 
North Queensland, to book Laianie’s signature 
move THE WONGAI WALLOP. Laianie perfects her 
moves, both handball and traditional, at school 
on weekdays and cruises over to neighbouring 
island, Hammond Island, on weekends. Just like 
the legend of The Wongai Tree, THE WALLOP has 
ancient powers. Once you taste the fruit of the 
Wongai Tree – and the power of the WALLOP 
– you’re destined to return to the Torres Strait. 
Forever and ever under your spell Torres Strait!
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Episode 13 - Mateo and Hugo
Lights, Camera, Action! Hugo and Mateo are on the scene, 
camera in one hand, handball in the other, ready to shoot! 
The cobblestoned streets of the famous Rocks Alleyways 
in Sydney don’t make for a good handball surface, but an 
authentic set for Hugo and Mateo’s movie starring our 
hosts Alannah and Joel! Will they get out of their convict 
shackles and book Mateo and Hugo’s sweet signature 
move THE DOUBLE SCOOP before it’s too late?

Episode 14 - Tyler
Don’t adjust your TV screens; Tyler’s outfit is so bright it 
blinds his opponents as he SAMURAI SLICES his way to 
victory. Albany Creek, Brisbane is our setting for Tyler 
and his twin best mates, Thomas and Callum. They 
love everything tennis, martial arts and handball. It’s no 
wonder Tyler’s signature move smacks his opponents – 
and Joel and Alannah – off the court! 

But there’s nowhere to hide for our brave hosts when 
they’re late for tennis training with Mr Woods. Their 
punishment? A tennis rally with champ Tyler. It’s game, 
set and match for these heroes!

Episode 15 - Teagan
Cairns is just a hop, skip and jump away from 
Gordonvale, where our heroes have landed to 
pounce on another Hero – Teagan and her mighty 
move of mass destruction THE GORDONVALE HOP. 
When Teagan isn’t wiping her opponents out, she 
and her friends are masters of the chill, conserving 
their energy for the next epic handball battle. In 
the shadow of the Pyramid, Teagan plays handball 
all over town! Sugarcane fields, school, parks and 
her home. Just like the cane toad, first released in 
Gordonvale in 1935, Teagan’s move destroys all in 
its path. You can’t stop THE HOP. It will always win!

Episode 16 - Ryan
We aren’t on mainland Australia anymore - in fact 
– we’re on the edge… The edge of Australia! 
Ryan, our next Handball Hero lives on Thursday 
Island – an island so small you can ride around it! 
It’s a very relaxed life, riding, boating, feasting, 
but there is one thing they take seriously, and 
that’s handball! Let’s load up! Ryan’s signature 
move THE CANNONBALL is named after the 
big cannons found on the peak of Thursday 
Island. BOOM! Before you know it, Ryan’s 
handball is striking mainland Australia! 

Are you ready for battle?
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Episode 17 - Abbey
Joel and Alannah pop up to Noosa on the Sunshine 
Coast to meet Abbey – the adrenalin-loving dancing 
queen with a craving for Korean Pop, or K-Pop. 
Abbey first developed her love of this music when she 
visited her older sister in Korea, where she now lives 
and works. Abbey’s brought her K-Pop style back 
to Australia and worked it into a grooving handball 
move, THE POP ‘N’ DROP. When Abbey’s sister 
Emily calls with an urgent request for a music video 
about life in Noosa, our Handball Hero takes up 
the challenge and busts some moves around the 
beachside town, with Alannah and Joel in tow!

Episode 18 - Olliebaz
Hold on, Olliebaz…. That’s a weird name, must be 
a Cairns thing, right? Wrong. It’s what happens 
when you combine Oliver and Sebastian, a 
nickname worthy of our wacky Cairns brothers. 
After a full day walking the dog, shopping at the 
markets, playing cricket and escaping the chores, 
it’s time for Olliebaz to put down their sugarcane 
juice and pick up a handball. These brothers 
have got some sweet moves. And when they 
unleash THE CAIRNS CUTTER, not even a quick 
cane knife can slice this one back!  

Episode 19 - Tinarja
Alannah and Joel are on guard – there are 
plenty of Crocs around Townsville. In fact, 
the Crocs inspired Handball Hero Tinarja’s 
signature move THE CROC ‘N’ ROLL. Yep, 
Tinarja loves the Crocodiles in Townsville 
– The Townsville Crocs – her favourite 
Basketball team! Tinarja strikes the ball with 
all the speed and skill of a Townsville Croc. 
The point guard for the Townsville Crocs, 
Chris Cedar even visits to test his handball 
skills. SLAM, DUNK!

Episode 20 - Zac
What do you get when you combine magic, 
hip-hop and handball? Add a kid with a 
serious amount of swagger and you get Zac 
and his signature move THE ZAC ATTACK! 
Master of all tricks, Zac, lives on a huge 
property in Morayfield, North Brisbane. 
This is the backdrop for our handball 
playing, dancing, trickster extraordinaire. 
Expect the unexpected when Zac dazzles 
friends and family with his hip-hop magic 
show and flips and tricks his way into 
handball history. 
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Summary for Teachers
Handball is an awesome game! Everyone can play it! 

Handball actually has a number of different names, including  ‘Down 
Ball’ and ‘Four Square’ and has interesting historical and cultural origins.

No matter what you call handball it is still one of the most popular and 
fun games to play. By playing handball you can actually learn some very 
important skills and game principles that will assist you in playing many 
different sports, such as tennis, badminton, volleyball and squash! 

So how can one little game help so much? The reason is that most 
games and sports fit into only four basic game types. These include; 
territorial/invasion games, net/wall games, target games and striking 
games. Each game type uses specific game principles or tactical 
approaches that are applied to achieve the outcome of the game. 
Handball is typically a net/wall game.

Through the following activity students will research the origins of 
the game of handball, ‘Four Square’ or ‘Down Ball’ to understand the 
cultural and historical relevance and significance of the game. They will 
also identify the game principles of a game of handball as a net/wall 
game and recognise the similarities to other net/wall games. Students 
will discuss and explore how they can use these understandings to help 
them improve their own skill and game play for a number of sports.

9

What IS handball?

teachInG and 
learnInG actIvItIeS

Curriculum 
Study Areas
Health and Physical 
Education –  
understanding games 
and sports

Themes and Topics
Culture and traditions, 
critical thinking

Episodes
1 – Fin 
4 – Lily 
10 – Malachi 
11 – Jake 
14 – Tyler 
18 – Olliebaz 
19 – Tinarja
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Student Activities
Handball is an awesome game! Everyone can 
play it! Did you know that handball actually has 
some other names including ‘Four Square’ and 
‘Down Ball’? Where did these names come from 
and how did these games come about?  

With your class, research the game of Handball/
Four Square/Down Ball to see if you can find 
out some interesting facts about its origins 
and cultural history. Keep a record of what you 
find out  so that later when we start your class’ 
‘Handball Heroes Handbook’ you can include 
this information.

Importantly, it doesn’t matter what name you 
call handball by, it will always be a great fun 
game to play by yourself, with friends or your 
family. As well as being a fun game, handball 
is also a very clever game! The reason it is so 
clever is that by playing it and understanding 
the game principles and practising the skills 
involved we can learn a great deal about how to 
play other similar games.

Did you know that all games and sports fit into 
only four basic game types?

The four game types include; territorial/invasion 
games, net/wall games, target games and 
striking games. Handball is part of the net/wall 
game type. As a class discuss what you think the 
major goals of handball are?

Now with a partner have a handball rally and 
think about all the other games and sports that 
are similar.

Student Safety! Ensure that students have a safe 
and clear working area to practice. Students 
should be in two lines facing each other with 
adequate space between pairs. All balls are hit 
downwards and must bounce between partners.

Did you come up with sports such as tennis 
and badminton? The difference with tennis and 
badminton is that you have a racquet instead 
of your hand and in badminton the shuttlecock 
would  be hit on the full and not bounce, but 
otherwise you still have a dividing line between 
the court. Now have another rally with your 
partner and think about all the things you need 
to be able to do to score a point or stop your 
partner scoring. These are called offensive and 
defensive principles.

Did you realise that you still have to be accurate 
with your hit and you still need to think about 
where you move and where you place the ball? 
All these are what we call game principles or 
tactics and if we learn about the underlying 
principles of each game type then we can 
generally apply them in a similar game. Pretty 
cool don’t you think?

As a class, discuss whether there are other sports 
that are played on a court or use a wall and focus 
on ball placement and court positioning!
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Summary for Teachers
Dance is a fabulous way to be physically active, to keep fit and healthy 
and have lots of fun. Dance can be used as a form of self-expression, to 
celebrate events or as a way to tell a story.

Many cultures have traditional dances that signify and represent their 
heritage and identity. An example is the way Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islanders use dance as a way to express their connection to the land.

Students discuss and share cultural dances that they know or that form 
a part of their family’s culture. Create a class list of these dances and the 
significance of each dance, such as whether it is a dance of celebration, 
ceremony or custom.

Dance can also be a great way to warm up the body before 
participating in physical activities or sport. It is important to warm up the 
body before participating in sport or physical activity so that the muscles 
and cardio-respiratory system are prepared and ready to undertake the 
work that is required. If we don’t warm up then we can strain and tear 
muscles or just not perform at our best.

Student Activities
In episode 17, Abbey and her crew can be seen performing the 
“running man or shuffle”, this is a hip-hop step and great dynamic 
movement for the legs. Dance, whether it is cultural, jazz or hip-hop 
is fantastic for warming up the body or keeping you fit and healthy.

As individuals or pairs, students create their own wicked dance 
move to share with the rest of the class as part of a dynamic warm 
up. The warm up can be used before a game of handball or before 
performing their favourite sport.  Dance moves should incorporate 
both leg and arm movements to increase circulation to the large 
working muscles of the body. 

Organise students into a circle, so that they can demonstrate their 
unique dance move to the rest of the class.  The class can then 
perform all the different dance moves as part of a group warm up. 
Students can vote on a great song to perform the 
warm up to.

Student Safety! all 
dance moves should be 
performed on the feet and 
music should be appropriate 
in language and context.

11

handball heroeS 
Warm up moveS

Curriculum 
Study Areas
Health and Physical 
Education – rhythmic 
and expressive 
movement, personal 
health and safety

Themes and Topics
Cultures and traditions, 
creative thinking, 
personal expression, 
dance

Episodes
6 – Moara 
8 – Elyjah  
17 – Abbey 
20 – Zac
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Summary for Teachers
All games and sports movements are underpinned by key foundational 
or fundamental movement skills. These skills are extremely important 
and provide the basis for more advanced and complex skills. For 
example, the overhand throw is a key fundamental movement skill that 
can be adapted to learn a tennis serve or the bowling action in cricket. 
Fundamental movement skills are made up of parts or components that 
help us to learn the skill. For example, a jump or leap has a preparation 
phase, flight phase and landing phase in which certain movements are 
linked together to help the skill to be performed effectively. If we learn 
the skill incorrectly it can be very difficult to change our performance, so 
it is important that we try to learn the skill correctly.

Handball involves a number of skills but the main focus is on a 
manipulative skill of the forehand strike where the hand is used to 
strike the ball instead of a bat. Students will research the fundamental 
movement skills of the forehand strike and analyse which parts or 
components of these skills will assist them in performing their handball 
moves. Students will use this knowledge to practice and improve their 
handball striking skill.

Students can then research the skills necessary to participate in their 
favourite sport or physical activity and identify ways of improving their 
individual and personal skill development.

12

Fundamental moveS

Curriculum 
Study Areas
Health and Physical 
Education –  fundamental 
movement skills, personal 
health and safety

Themes and Topics
Critical and creative 
thinking, communication, 
leadership

Episodes
All

3
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Student Activities
To be a ‘Handball Hero’ you need to have quick 
reflexes and be proficient at sending the ball 
to where you want it to go. In most sports we 
send a ball by either kicking it or hitting it with 
either one or two hands. The great thing about 
playing a game of handball is that you don’t 
need any equipment other than the ball as your 
hand and arm act as your bat to strike the ball. 
Using just your hand gives you more control of 
the ball to place it exactly where you need it to 
go, because in handball you need to hit the ball 
downward so that it bounces.

However, it is not just your hand that is 
important in performing a striking skill, your 
brain and whole body is in fact helping you to 
perform this movement. As a class, discuss what 
movements might be required to successfully 
perform a forehand strike of the ball in handball. 
You could even research the fundamental 
movement skill of striking and in particular 
the forehand strike to help you understand 
each part or component of the skill so you can 
improve on the parts of the skill that might help 
your game.

Once you have identified what makes up a 
forehand strike, practice your technique with a 
partner by just hitting the ball the same as in a 
handball game between each other. As you rally 
with your partner try to concentrate on one or two 
parts of the skill that you think you can improve.

Student Safety! Ensure that students have a safe 
and clear working area to practice. Students 
should be in two lines facing each other with 
adequate space between pairs. All balls are hit 
downwards and must bounce between partners.

Now that you know what makes up a forehand 
strike maybe you could think about the 
important skills you need to develop to play 
your favourite sport or physical activity. You 
could research these skills to help you identify 
their parts or components so that you can work 
on improving these too.
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Summary for Teachers
Another way of assisting students to learn about skill development is 
providing the opportunity for them to analyse and provide feedback to 
their peers. When guidance and feedback is given appropriately it can also 
provide the opportunity for students to develop their leadership skills.

Students will discuss and list what makes a good leader or a good coach. 

There are many qualities of a good coach but it is important to identify 
traits such as providing positive encouragement with constructive feedback, 
patience and being an exemplary role model.

Students will use their new knowledge of the handball strike along with 
good coaching traits to provide guidance and feedback to their partner.

Student Activities
You now know that handball has a predominant skill of the strike and 
that striking a ball effectively is made up of many parts or components. 
Here is your opportunity to provide leadership and a helping hand to 
your partner by coaching them. Before you can do that you need to 
discuss with your class what makes a good coach or leader? What traits 
do they possess and how do they help you learn and improve?

One thing about good coaches is that they have a positive outlook 
and make you feel that as long as you keep trying you will be able 
to reach your goal. As well as this, they give you the information 
you need to be able to make  changes to your performance where 
necessary. That is, they can see where you need assistance and they 
can provide you with the information you need to improve. We 
call this constructive feedback.

For example, you might see that your partner is hitting 
the ball straight downwards rather than down and forward 
during your rally. A good coach might say something like, 
“I like the way you have your eyes focused on the ball. Next 
time try placing your hand behind the ball and not on top of it 
before you hit it.” This way your partner can feel good about 
something they are doing well, but get the help they need to 
improve their performance. That way we can all really enjoy 
playing and being part of a team.

With a partner have a practice rally by hitting the ball backward 
and forward between each other and provide constructive 
feedback to each other as you go. Once you feel that you have 
improved your skill level maybe you and your partner can play 
a game! You can still provide constructive feedback to each 
other if you would like because a little later you and your partner 
are going to form a team! So here is your opportunity to lend a 
helping hand.

Student Safety! Ensure that students have a safe and clear working 
area to practice. Students should be in two lines facing each other with 
adequate space between pair. All balls are hit downwards and bounce 
between partners.
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helpInG hand

Curriculum 
Study Areas
Health and Physical 
Education –  personal and 
social  health, inclusive 
practices, leadership and 
cooperation, fundamental 
movement skills

Themes and Topics
Communication, critical 
and creative thinking, 
inclusivity, interpersonal 
and personal learning, 
leadership

Episodes
4 – Lily

4
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Summary for Teachers
Handball is traditionally played using either a two square or four square  
format, but this is not the only way you can play!

Imagine designing and playing on a really awesome court with different 
targets that can add a new dynamic to the game. 

In this activity students will design and create exciting, environmentally  
friendly and safe handball courts to practice their striking aim and allow 
a new dynamic to the game.

15

WeIrd and Wacky 
handball tarGetS

Curriculum 
Study Areas
Health and Physical 
Education –  personal, 
social and community 
health and safety, 
fundamental movement 
skills

Themes and Topics
Communication, 
communities, critical 
and creative thinking, 
expressions, interpersonal 
and personal learning, 
numeracy

Episodes
All

5
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Student Activities
Handball is a great game because it is easy to 
organise, has only one piece of equipment and 
has very few rules. So it is fantastic at recess 
when you just want to get out and have a quick 
game with your crew. But what if you had more 
time? Could you create an awesome handball 
court that allows you to practice your striking 
aim and score more points whilst you are having 
a game?

Well just imagine if you had a court that was also 
a target, like a bullseye, or even better, a map 
of Australia where each state or territory was 
worth a set amount of points. Then you could 
have a rally and score points whilst practising 
your striking aim. So how could you do this? You 
could do this by simply adding chalk targets on 
the ground and ‘voila’ instant handball court. 

The great thing about chalk is that it eventually 
washes off making it environmentally friendly 
and then you can design a new court with 
smaller targets as your skill level gets better. 
Just think of all the weird and wacky targets 
you could create. For example, you might draw 
the face of an iPad, where all the individual 
apps are worth certain points, or maybe your 
target is a guitar where the frets and strings are 
worth certain points. Or you could draw a map 
of your local community with all the important 
environmental locations or community features.

With your partner, brainstorm handball courts 
that you think might be fun and choose one 
to draw as a draft. Design your court with 
approximately five targets. Each target is 
assigned a value of 5 to 1. The rest of your court 
is not worth extra points. 

 
Create your handball court by drawing it with 
chalk in a safe and appropriate place designated 
by your teacher. If there isn’t a space big enough 
for all the designs to be drawn or played on 
safely your teacher might choose a selection to 
be drawn for pairs to take turns on.

Student Safety! Ensure that designs are drawn 
on a safe and clear working area with enough 
room between courts for students to play 
safely. All balls are hit downwards and bounce 
between partners.

Now with your partner play a game. You can 
either play the rally until one person misses the 
court or where one person misses a target. Tally 
the points of each target you hit during the rally. 
The person with the highest points at the end of 
the rally wins. Or you might prefer to make your 
own game rules as long as you and your partner 
are clear and agree on these.

Have fun with your new handball court and your 
new way of playing!
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Summary for Teachers
Being part of sporting teams can provide students with wonderful 
opportunities to be active, develop and improve movement skills, 
provide social interaction, relationship building, decision making and 
leadership skills. For many students being part of a team can provide a 
sense of identity and belonging.

Through this activity, students, with their partner, will design and create 
a skill drill to practice together and share with another pair to assist 
the class group in building on and improving their handball skills. In 
designing the drills students will work cooperatively with their partner to 
make decisions around the skill focus of the drill and develop leadership 
skills as they  team teach this drill to another pair.

Student Activities
We now know that handball belongs to the 
net/wall game type and that it is underpinned by the fundamental 
movement skill of the forehand strike. Using this knowledge you and 
your partner are now going to use your creative and decision making 
skills to create a skill drill to help improve a game principle such as 
where to place the ball or where to stand and move on the court.

For example, your drill might be that you want to improve the 
placement of the ball, so you might design a drill where the players 
have to hit back and forward to each other but must focus only 
hitting a spot just before the base line.

Or you might decide that your drill will focus on court 
movement where the server hits to the right or left and the 
receiver has to move sideways to return the ball.

Work with your partner to brainstorm the focus for your drill 
and design your safe and effective drill. It can help to draw 
diagrams on a piece of paper to help you. Once you are happy, 
show your teacher for approval and then have a go at your drill.

Student Safety! Ensure that students have a safe and clear 
working area to practice. Students should be in two lines facing 
each other with adequate space between pairs. All balls are hit 
downwards and must bounce between partners.

Refine your drill until you feel that it helps to improve your focus 
and game play.

Now that you have a drill to assist your game play, use your 
leadership skills to team teach your drill to another pair. This way 
you help others to improve their game play and they will help 
you. Improving your knowledge and skill levels will be a great 
advantage a little later when you get to play Dynamic Doubles!

Student Safety! Ensure students have a safe and clear working area with 
enough room between courts for students to play safely. All balls are hit 
downwards and bounce between partners.
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handball drIllS 
and SkIllS

Curriculum 
Study Areas
Health and Physical 
Education –  personal 
and social health, 
safety, leadership 
and cooperation, 
Fundamental Movement 
skills

Themes and Topics
Communication, critical 
and creative thinking , 
group dynamics, Identity, 
inclusivity, interpersonal 
and personal learning, 
leadership

Episodes
All

6
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Summary for Teachers
To have a healthy and active lifestyle we need to find as many ways 
and opportunities as possible to be active. Students can be active by 
themselves but sometimes it is more fun to be active with others.

Handball is a fabulous game that the whole family can play as a way 
to be healthy and active together. Through this activity students will 
identify who makes up their family, extended family or significant others. 
They will identify who they can be active with and where they can safely 
participate in a handball activity at home or in their wider community.

Student Activities
Why do you need to be physically active? With your class, discuss and 
examine why it is important to be physically active on a regular basis. 
Research information such as how often, what type and how long you 
should be active for each day.

Handball is a fun game for everyone and a great way for you to be 
active with your family members. Discuss why handball is a good 
opportunity for your family to exercise together.

In episode 5 we saw how the Straddie Slam has been in Kihi’s family for 
generations and how this signature move was handed down to Kihi by 
his Nana!

Individually, students list family members, extended family members or 
significant others that they could participate in a game of handball with. 
As well as having someone else to play with, it is important to have a 
safe space to play. 

As a class, discuss what makes a space safe. Brainstorm as a group what 
needs to be considered when choosing a space to play. To assist with 
this, examine the features of sporting grounds at school or in the 
community and why these might be safer than other spaces to 
be physically active. Direct students to write about or draw a 
diagram of a safe space at home to play. 

Students should list reasons why this space is appropriate, 
such as a flat non slippery surface, no walls or obstacles to run 
into into, etc. Importantly, remind students that before they 
undertake any physical activities at home they should always 
check this with their parents or an adult.

Making safe and healthy personal choices includes considering 
how you can be active and stay safe within your community. As a 
class, discuss and analyse the places that handball can be played 
safely in the local community. It is important to have students focus 
on the surface and surrounding environment of their intended court.

Importantly, remind students that before they undertake any 
physical activity within the community they should either be with 
or have permission from their parents or guardian first.

18

handball home court

Curriculum 
Study Areas
Health and Physical 
Education –  personal, 
social and community  
health and safety

Themes and Topics
Communities, 
critical and creative 
thinking, environment/
sustainability ,family, 
civics and citizenship

Episodes
1 –  Fin  
5 –  Kihi  
6 –  Moara 
8 –  Olliebaz 
9 –  Claire 
13 –  Mateo and Hugo 
15 –  Teagan 
20 –  Zac

7
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Summary for Teachers
The ‘Handball Heroes Handbook’ is a collection of awesome moves 
that are recorded forever in handball history.

Create a class ‘Handball Heroes Handbook’ that records the 
signature move of all class members. Students will brainstorm, 
develop, practice and present their signature moves.

Student Activities
What is your signature move? Do you have a move that represents 
who you are and where you come from? If so, here is your chance to 
record it in handball history.

Design your signature move by brainstorming the significant 
influences, people, hobbies, heroes or places in your life. Use 
these or other ideas together with what you now know about the 
fundamental movement skill involved in handball to brainstorm 
your move. Basically your signature move will come before the 
preparation phase of the skill so you need to be able to get yourself 
back to a good starting position before you attempt to hit the ball. 

So the start of this skill will be special to you!

Think about how you will perform the movement safely and practice 
the movement pattern without a ball quite a few times, to ensure 
that the ball when hit with your hand will be controlled and bounce 
downward, travelling safely in the intended direction.

Write about or draw a draft of your signature move highlighting your 
unique move and how you will perform it safely, incorporating the 
important parts or components of the skill that come 
together to perform the fundamental movement skill of 
the downward strike. 

Once you have your signature move you can practice 
and refine it.

Student Safety! Ensure that students have a safe and 
clear working area to practice. All students should be 
in a line with adequate space between each student 
and all balls are hit downwards and must bounce, in the 
same direction so that no student is hit by a ball. Balls 
should be retrieved at the same time.

Complete the final copy of your ‘Handball Signature 
Move’ for incorporation into your class ‘Handball Heroes 
Handbook’.

You might like to provide an overview of your signature 
move to the class. 

Student Safety! If students are providing a practical 
demonstration of their signature move the ball must 
be hit downwards and must bounce away from the 
direction of the class.
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SIGnature move

Curriculum 
Study Areas
Health and Physical 
Education –  personal 
health and safety, 
fundamental movement 
skills

Themes and Topics
Culture and traditions, 
personal and family 
histories, identity, 
heroes, heritage and 
ancestry, flora and fauna, 
expressions

Episodes
All

8
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Summary for Teachers
Many sports are team based and rely on team members being able to 
work together cooperatively to achieve the team’s goal. To be able to 
work cooperatively with others depends on team members sharing the 
same expectations and also being respected as individuals who each 
contribute to the team task. 

Through this activity students will work with their partner to identify 
commonalities they share and develop a creative team name and 
uniform to represent their identity. They will then develop player profiles 
as a way of presenting their own personal identity as well as being part 
of a group.

Student Activities
In activities 4 and 6 we looked at how to be part of a team by working 
cooperatively, making decisions and demonstrating leadership. Another 
fun thing about being a part of a team is the chance to express who you 
are as an individual and as part of the group. Very soon you and your 
partner will get the opportunity to hone your skills and game play in a 
class competition or tournament of ‘Dynamic Doubles’. But before we 
do that it is time to get to know who you are and who your team is.

With your partner come up with a creative and original name for your 
team. Think about who you are as individuals and maybe what you have 
in common that could form the basis of your team name. For example, 
if you are both crazy about basketball you might call yourselves the 
“Hang Time Handballers”. Your name doesn’t have to relate to a sport, 
it could be anything that you might have in common. Maybe you and 
your partner live in the same street or have the same favourite 
food or place to hang out.

Once you come up with a name, brainstorm and decide 
on something you can wear to identify who you are. It has 
to be something easy and safe to play in like the same 
colour T-shirt or cap. It might be a wig, a logo that you 
make and attach to your top or just a colour band from 
your PE teachers storeroom. It can be so much fun coming 
up with your uniform.

Now that you have a name and a uniform it is time to find 
out a little bit about you individually. But here is the twist, 
you are going to interview your partner and write a player 
profile for them. This player profile might include information 
such as: name, age, family members, first person to influence 
their handball career, career highlights, their personal goals 
and how they prepare for a match. These are just suggestions 
so work with your teacher to come up with a profile template 
and then hop to it. Remember to include your team name on each 
individual profile. Maybe your teacher could take photos of you in 
your uniform to add to the profile for inclusion into the ‘Handball 
Heroes Handbook’.
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player proFIleS

Curriculum 
Study Areas
Health and Physical 
Education –  personal  
and social health and 
safety

Themes and Topics
Belonging, civics 
and citizenship, 
communication, 
communities, critical 
and creative thinking, 
culture and traditions, 
expressions, identity, 
inclusivity interpersonal 
and personal learning

Episodes
All

9
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Summary for Teachers
All students love to play a game!

Finally in this session students will have the opportunity to incorporate 
everything they have learned throughout the previous activities to play 
with their team in a ‘Dynamic Doubles Handball Competition’. The 
competition format and rules are to be decided prior to the event and 
agreed upon by the class and teacher. 

Student Activities
So now you have your handball team and uniform. You have learnt 
about and practised the major skill of the game. You know the basic 
principles or tactics of handball and have practised using some of these 
in previous drills.

As a class you will now organise and play a ‘Dynamic Doubles’ 
competition or tournament against the other teams in your class.

The most important thing about this competition is that everyone has 
fun and that everyone gets to learn at the same time. Remember when 
we worked on the Helping Hands activity, we focused on how to be a 
good coach? Use these skills during the competitions so that everyone 
is included and has an enjoyable time.

You also need to consider the safest place to play the competition 
in your school yard so that there are enough courts and space for 
everyone. If not, then maybe you need to rotate matches and teams 
waiting can score!

As well as having a safe space you will need to agree as a class on the 
exact rules, scoring system, draw and ladder format for competition. 

These are all decisions that you and your teacher will make.

Good luck with your ‘Dynamic Doubles’ and by the end you will all be 
HANDBALL HEROES!

21

dynamIc doubleS

Curriculum 
Study Areas
Health and Physical 
Education –  Personal  
and social health and 
safety, fundamental 
movement skills, 
understanding games 
and sports

Themes and Topics
Belonging, civics 
and citizenship, 
communication, critical 
and creative thinking, 
group dynamics, 
inclusivity interpersonal 
and personal learning, 
leadership

Episodes
All

10
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Joel Phillips – Host
Joel Phillips won “The Bedford & Pearce 
Achievement Award” for young actors when 
he entered the Northern Districts Actors & Film 
Festival Competition. Joel was 16 at the time and 
an aspiring actor/singer/guitarist and composer. 
On joining Bedford & Pearce Management. Joel 
was asked by the agency’s Founder Director Martin 
Bedford – what Joel’s aim was. Joel replied “A 
role in Home & Away”. Martin Bedford remembers 
promising Joel if he worked hard and followed the 
agency’s instructions sooner or later Joel would 
reach his goal. It wasn’t long before Joel had the 
opportunity to audition for the series – Joel was 
successful and was offered the lead role of “Jules” 
in Home & Away which he played for six months. 
Joel became a popular cast character and his fan 
base grew. On leaving the series, Bedford & Pearce 
Management began to send Joel for Presenter roles 
and the rest is history - very soon Joel was one of 
ABC TV’s favorite presenters on Stay Tuned and 
Handball Heroes.

Alannah Ahmat – Host
Alannah works full-time for Carbon Media as their 
in house youth and children’s presenter/host and 
production assistant. She is a proud Torres Strait 
Islander who grew up on the Sunshine Coast in 
Queensland.

Alannah is the host of Carbon Media’s children’s 
television series Go Lingo! which screens on ABC3 
and NITV. She also presented in the NITV’s Barefoot 
Sport’s summer series and was the female face for 
the Health Rewards Indigenous Health Campaign.

caSt
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Wayne Denning – Executive Producer
Wayne Denning is the owner and managing 
director of Carbon Media, based in Brisbane. He is 
a proud Birra Gubba man from Blackwater, Central 
Queensland. Wayne completed a Master of Business 
Administration (MBA) at the Queensland University 
of Technology in 2006. Wayne established Carbon 
Media in 2006 and has overseen the production, as 
executive producer, of many television programs 
and series for National Indigenous Television and 
ABC TV. In particular, children’s game show Go 
Lingo! for NITV and ABC3, the Intune music series, 
Blacktracks travel series and the documentary From 
the Ashes. Carbon Media, under Wayne’s leadership, 
also undertakes film, web based and graphic design 
projects for government, corporate and not-for- 
profit organisations. Wayne sits on the National 
Film and Sound Archive of Australia Board and is a 
member of the Queensland Screen Industry Council.

Dean Gibson – Co-Creator and Director
Dean Gibson is an Indigenous filmmaker and 
creative director at Carbon Media. Dean graduated 
from Griffith University’s Digital Media Production 
degree with an award for Academic Excellence. 
He has since completed a number of directing 
short courses with the Australian Film Television 
Radio School (AFTRS), and participated in several 
script writing schemes through the Pacific Film 
Television Commission (PFTC). Dean directed the 
documentary From the Ashes in 2009 for Carbon 
Media, which was broadcast on ABC1 in 2010. He 
also directed the Black Tracks Canada travel series 
for NITV in 2008, as well as the short film Harry the 
Great, which was shot on 35mm. 

creW
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Daniel Marsden – Co-Creator, Director 
and Series Producer
Daniel Marsden is the creative director of 
Whistling Wolf, a digital story-telling company 
based in Brisbane. Since taking part in the first 
series of Race Around The World (ABC 1997) 
Daniel’s observational eye and knack for coaxing 
warm, genuine performances from his subjects 
has seen him produce dynamic content for 
broadcasters both here and internationally. He has 
extensive experience as a shooter and director 
for documentaries and TV commercials and his 
unique visual style has been showcased via program 
title sequences, music videos and the creation 
of audiovisual elements for live theatre and art 
installations. A born storyteller, Daniel has directed a 
number of short films and has a passion for capturing 
the heart of the human experience for viewers.

Kristen Souvlis – Producer
Kristen Souvlis is a freelance producer and director 
of Like A Photon Creative – a production and 
creative consulting company based in Brisbane. After 
graduating from a Bachelor of Creative Industries 
(Drama) in 2005, Kristen started on her television 
journey as production coordinator for stalwart 
Network Ten children’s series, Totally Wild. While at 
Ten, Kristen also production managed Outback 8, a 
Network Ten/BBC co-production.

In 2008, she joined the development and producing 
team at Jonathan M. Shiff Productions for hit tween 
series H2O: Just Add Water (Series 3), The Elephant 
Princess (Series 2), Lightning Point and Mako 
Mermaids. Kristen has a passion for bringing great 
scripts to the screen and has travelled all over the 
world to develop, film and spruik Australian stories 
for an international audience.
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